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August 18, 2021
Fear Crazed Democrats Recoil In Shock After Faith Defeats American Military
In the conclusion portion of this transcript where Security Council Members discuss why socialist leader Biden
is being so viciously attacked for exposing for all to see the US military defeat in Afghanistan, it sees them
examining the just published academic article “The Real Reason Why The Taliban Has Retaken Afghanistan So
Quickly, Which Western Liberal Media Avoids Mentioning” just published by world renowned Slovenian
cultural philosopher Dr. Slavoj Zizek from the University of Ljubljana, who was placed on the list of the “Top
100 Global Thinkers” in 2012, and today reveals that the socialist Democrats Party in the United States, along
with their leftist mediona lapdogs, are all recoiling in shock because the Taliban have demonstrated how easy it
is for people of faith to defeat even the world’s most powerful military force—sees Dr. Zizek explaining
that: “From this standpoint of liberal individualism, and universal commitment, especially if it includes risk of
life, it is suspicious and “irrational” as an “objective” (non-partial) approach to reality which is not distorted by a
particular subjective engagement – what Foucault characterized as “the pacifying, neutralizing, and normalizing
forms of modern Western power” – is ideology at its purest – the ideology of the “end of ideology”—that in
simple terms means that fear driven socialist ideology to subjugate people devoted to their beliefs will
always end in failure—and whose truth of is now echoing across under socialist siege America, as best
exampled in the article “What If Afghanistan Is More Than Just A Failed War?”, wherein it states: “The big
reveal in Afghanistan is that what happened there can happen here, quickly…Those goat-herders just showed us
how to defeat an Empire abroad…Now it’s time to defeat the empire within”.
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